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“An essential aspect of creativity
is not being afraid to fail.”
— Edwin Land

BLIND VISIONS:
WINDOW COVERINGS
FROM SANDEI

the
creativity
issue

Glamorous bedroom
of the Bantan tent
at Glamping Sandat,
Ubud.

spiritual design
By Sha Interior
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BATIK ON WOOD

• Get ready for Glamping! — glam + camping
decorate: Your home office and dining room
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With many successful projects in
interior design, including Semara Resort
in Bali, Ros Hemley has a lot to share
about the finer points of design and
the design industry. He shared with
experience and wisdom with us in the
following interview.

This page: Finn’s Beach
Club nestled into the private
beach at Semara Luxury
Villa Resort, Uluwatu.
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“Although
I always
enjoyed this
occupation,
my creative side
led me to begin
study again...”

Bali Style: How did you start out as an interior designer?
Ros Hemley: Originally I was a teacher of business,
career & personal development. It was both rewarding
and varied. I worked on an Aboriginal outreach
program, taught English to refugees in a Buddhist
temple and also worked with adults entering, or in
some cases re-entering, the workforce. Although I
always enjoyed this occupation, my creative side led
me to begin study again; training first to become
an interior decorator and later taking on a degree in
interior design, before specialising in both kitchen and
colour design.
Eventually, I reached a point where I was able to gain
professional status and just recently, well in the last
few years, have been awarded ‘accredited designer’
status with the Design Institute of Australia and the
Kitchen & Bathroom Design Institute. I’m excited
about that—because it’s an accolade awarded to those
the industry believes excel in their profession. With so
many people in our industry, it is great to take a leap in
this direction. On a more personal note, it encourages
me to keep totally updated and be aware of the latest
trends. I also try to contribute to the design profession
as a whole and have been involved with national groups,
such as Colourways Australia, where we forecast the
colour palettes for industry. I am currently a national
design judge for KBDI and have been invited to speak
publicly at conferences & business forums.
I am now living on the southern part of the Gold Coast
in Australia, which is great because my office is in
Burleigh Heads. At the moment, my work concentrates
on resort design, luxury homes, high-rise developments
and furniture procurement. One of my most exciting
projects is a private hotel high rise development for
Chinese clients.
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These pages (left): Finn’s
Beach Club sun lounges, custom
designed & created specifically
for the club provide a welcome
spot for guests to enjoy a
cocktail and relax overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea. (top right):
Custom designed lighting has
been created using resin balls &
traditional woven Balinese baskets.
(bottom right): Seaside dining in
style at Finn’s beach club.
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Bali Style: Have you done any projects in Bali?

Opposite page (top): The
beautiful Semara Spa, Seminyak
with bespoke finishes such as
hand finished copper lighting,
custom designed furniture &
accessories created from solid
timber. (bottom): Private villa
entry in Seminyak features
unique accessories, private
courtyard and custom designed
garden furniture & lighting.
This page: Private villa living
space with featuring travertine
feature wall & accessories Ros
sourced from Java. The unique
bar & lighting was created
specifically for the space & the
mirror splash reflects the tropical
garden back into the room.

Ros Hemley: Yes, I’ve worked on the Semara
Resort properties and some private villas. When
I came to Bali, it was only supposed to be for
three weeks, but we ended up staying almost
three years. With Semara, I was appointed,
originally, as the interior designer but then
stayed on to set up some of the management
systems, marketing and web design. I enjoyed
that work so much that, with the help of some
very talented team members, I’ve incorporated
it into the services we offer with our company,
The Interior Space.
An extension to our interior design work is the
graphic and website design. I believe a website
is really a shop front that’s globally available and
believe it is imperative that the interior design,
graphic and web design all work consistently
with the message the property or business wants
to convey to the world. So, to me, it’s really
important that designers become involved in
this process. We don’t actually do marketing,

we work with the marketing team and represent
the client from a design perspective.
Bali Style: Can you tell us about your design style?
Ros Hemley: I think there are two types
of designers. There are those that have one
particular look which gains popularity and they
repeat that design style in all their projects.
Clients follow their work because they are
attracted to that style. This type of designing is
where the brief has to fit the design style, with
personal variations, of course, for every project.
The other is where the designer sets out to create
a design within the project brief. I believe I am
more this type of designer.
I usually find a strong connection with my
clients. Perhaps it is the psychology training
from my teaching days. I really enjoy working
with different people, finding out how they
tick, what they like, what they want to achieve
and then making that fit within the project
brief. This type of designing allows more design

“When I came
to Bali, it was
only supposed
to be for three
weeks, but
we ended up
staying almost
three years...”
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This page: Private villa garden
includes a traditional pool, bale &
custom designed furniture.
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“I get to meet
some amazing
people, and
having an
opportunity
to work
closely with
them is always
rewarding....”
These pages (top left): Private
villa master bedroom displays a
crisp cool contemporary feel with
polished timber floors, white linen,
custom art pieces & accessories
all sourced by Ros. (top right):
The beautiful copper lights were
included into the design and then
Ros worked with the local lighting
designers to perfect the look &
bring the design from paper into
fruition. (bottom): Private villa
balcony displaying the view from
the master bedroom balcony over
the court yard & swimming pool.

styles to be experimented with and I personally
find that less restricting and more rewarding.
I guess one could still recognise things I do
repeat.
I like to use a strong sense of symmetry
and balance, for example. I also like to find
something to add drama within the space
that draws the eye and creates harmony. I am
very practical. I like the idea that it not only
looks good, but it will work, too. For me, the
incentive is the client feeling like they really
belong within the space I have just created for
them. Or, for commercial projects, the client
being satisfied that what has been created for
them totally fits their requirements and the
message they want to convey to the public.
I get to meet some amazing people, and having
an opportunity to work closely with them is
always rewarding.
Bali Style: Do you have any tips or guidelines
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to share with readers who are undertaking an
interior design project?
Ros Hemley: Yes. I think it is very important
to plan. Whether one is working with a
designer or not, it is essential to map out what
you want to achieve before you begin. I think
the main points are:
1. Ask yourself what is your design or
decorating style. There are many styles
available, so spend some time collecting images
and ideas and enjoy the process of working out
what you want to achieve. If you do work with
a designer, this material will help them better
understand what you want to accomplish.
2. Determine your budget and then add about
20%. Often, on site, little things can happen
and it is a good idea to be prepared for those
blowouts and not find them causing you to
stop work. Issues with budget usually occur
because of lack of planning.
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3. Make sure the design plan works within the
budget. I have seen people become excited and,
guessing what they think something will cost,
wanting to begin immediately. My suggestion is to
prepare your brief and inclusions carefully, then take
time to carry out a proper tender. Better to begin
your project knowing you are happy with the money
you have to spend. Working this way will save a lot
of headaches in the future.
4. If you decide to work with a designer, take a look
at their past work, professional status, and see if you
can get references. By doing this homework, you can
feel more confident in sharing your ideas, knowing
your budget will be met and being ready to begin the
wonderful relationship of creating your new home
or business space.
5. Lastly enjoy the process and have fun.
Interior Design—www.theinteriorspace.com.au
Professional & personal development retreats—www.
dareretreats.com

“I think it is very
important to plan.
Whether one is
working with a
designer or not,
it is essential to
map out what you
want to achieve
before you begin...”
These pages (top left): Ros
Hemley. (top right) This
beautiful lounge bar in Seminyak
featured contemporary pieces
sourced or designed & custom
built by Ros. (bottom): Texture
& light plays an important part
in the ambience of the Deck
banquet seating area.

Bronze Mosaic from India - mesh backed tile 300 x 300 mm - from 490,000 rupiah per sqm
Visit our new showroom at
Jl ByPass Ngurah Rai 99, Kuta, Bali.
0361 763 221, 0361 800 2212
info@stileworks.com | www.stileworks.com

STONE & TILE FOR FLOORS & WALLS

FA C T O RY S P E C I A L S

E x p o r t
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